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CONCA DEI MARINI

The village of Conca dei Marini is so called because it is located in a valley by the sea.
And to be precise, in compliance with the principles of tautology, the country is also called the city of sailors, for the old habit of the inhabitants to be, as quite logical, all sailors.
It was the setting of many adventures and passions of the international jet set celebrities, who had chosen that place as their favourite destination on the Amalfi Coast. There is no shortage of memories in this regard. You get Jacqueline Kennedy photographed while diving like a beautiful mermaid from a fishing boat, a few
meters away from the shore. Jackie used to drive from Ravello to Conca dei Marini or traveling on a Fiat 500 Convertible, a gift from Gianni Agnelli in person.
Conca dei Marini was one of the favorite vacation spots to the controversial and glamorous
Princess Margaret of England. Sophia Loren and Carlo Ponti had chosen it as their safe haven.

Henry Kissinger took refuge here to meditate. Aristotle Onassis used to “make a bow” at
the beach and then throw the anchor of his yacht Christina. The Queen of Holland was
virtually always there. The Moët et Chandon have a beautiful home here. Caroline of Monaco, in addition to occasional visits, was often a guest of the D’Ursos (Mario D’Urso is
a Senator of the Republic), whose villa near the beach is always occupied by dignified
friends, politicians, celebrities and others, but just and only Vips, of course.

But obviously the story of Conca dei Marini is much older. At the end of the Roman Empire, the town becomes one of the bases of the Maritime Republic of Amalfi. In this period, and then under the dominion of the Swabians and the Angevins, the town enjoys
its moment of glory: the chronicle of the time report about a fleet of thirty large galleys
for the transport of goods throughout the Mediterranean. With the discovery of the Americas and the progressive decline of the importance of the Mediterranean in the world
economy, also Conca dei Marini starts suffering the crisis. What is more, in 1500, a small
Turkish fleet, who arrived there by chance decided to steal the precious works preserved in its churches and homes. Soon after, as if that were not enough, it was raged for
thirty years by the plague, which decimated the population and impoverished survivors.
Conca dei Marini, resumed in early 1800 with the Tonnara, active until the first half of
the 20th century. From the 50s onward, it is back to its former glory and becomes one of
the most beautiful resorts of the Amalfi Coast, very popular with international jet-setters
Marina di Conca is the beach of Conca dei Marini. It is a jewel of great beauty, with steep cliffs on the small beach, a small group of houses, the low vegetation parched by the sun, the
promontory of Capo di Conca with the Watchtower to close a piece of Emerald green sea. It
might seem the work of a talented artist full of imagination and poetry, but it’s a real place instead, which in the summer becomes one of the most popular beaches of the Amalfi Coast.

We recommend dinner on the beach at the restaurant La Tonnarella

AMALFI from the sea, hundreds of small windows set in white houses leaning

against each other over a steep cliff. Sea plays a major role in this town. It is the mirror of
the city, where all the sunrises, sunsets, clear days of sunshine are reflected, where colors
change from turquoise to emerald green, from white crystal to leaden gray in winter days.
Its transparency, instead, is always unchanged, and treasures waters rich in history and
natural wonders. The town is a peaceful place, serene and bright, which in a second, from
late afternoon onwards, becomes a place of great fun. Parties, both secular and religious,
are a symbol of the city, as it always knows how to entertain children and tourists who
come and visit it.
Amalfi’s natural set. The rugged mountains surrounding the city are not much high, but
are rough, dark gray rocks overlooking the sea. However, the ridges around Amalfi are
characterized by the presence of a thick vegetation that explodes with colors in spring. For
the rest of the year, the Mediterranean scrub fills the eye of viewers, with forests of oak
and chestnut trees.

The inhabitants of Amalfi have had different thoughts in time. Around the Year One Thousand they thoughts were about Bigness, as the city was one of the Maritime Republics
governing commerce and sea power. Then their main though became that of enduring
against the threats of Saracens, Pisans and Turks; these were centuries of dark thoughts,
which became thoughts of a born-again prestige since the beginning of 1800. Because
since then, Amalfi was no longer just a quaint town, but has rather become the heart of
the Amalfi Coast, a tourist resort for selected people, one of the most beautiful places in
the world.
Founded by the Romans (its coat of arms bears the inscription Descendit ex patribus romanorum), Amalfi becomes a great city around the IX century, when it becomes one of the
Maritime Republics.

In competition with Genoa, Venice and Pisa, for the power over the Mediterranean Sea,
it was perhaps the major of the Republics, the one that managed to circumvent the Arab
supremacy in the shipping business, thanks to an intense trade with Byzantium and Egypt.
This was the period of the Tables of Amalfi, the Maritime Code that remained in force until
1600, which contains the rules and regulations that should govern the traffic of goods and
life on board ships.
Amalfi is nowaday the most popular resort of Amalfi Coast, the historical, cultural and tourist center of this beautiful paradise. Amalfi is the heart of transport services by sea and
by land for the Amalfi Coast, towards the Gulf of Naples, the islands of Ischia and Capri,
Salerno and the Cilento coast: from Piazza Flavio Gioia, buses and ferries depart to all
destinations. Spectacular boats and yachts from all the oceans of the world, dock at the
port of Amalfi. The restaurants and hotels in Amalfi are meeting places rather than accommodation available to tourists.
Amalfi is the capital of the Amalfi Coast, the fulcrum on which life revolves between Vietri sul Mare and Positano. Each resort along the Coast has its own peculiarities, unique
strengths and small weaknesses, as it always happens. Amalfi welcomes them all, good
and bad things, it shapes them and makes them unique. Within its shops, tourists find
handicrafts from all over the Coast; in its clubs they breathe the glamour of Positano, the
African-style Praiano and the wonderful Conca dei Marini; along the steps and the paths
between the houses, they enjoy landscapes and horizons then found in every small town,
creek or terrace.

Amalfi lies at the end of the valley dug by the river Chiarito, and is a spectacular example of
human adaptation to nature: houses, churches, monuments, public and private buildings
are perched on the crest of a totally hilly land.
The main square of Amalfi is Piazza Flavio Gioia, which overlooks the harbor and is the
starting point of the promenade. Amalfi is a historic city: most of the old houses and buildings were destroyed over the centuries, but some of them still exist and hold a great
value. Starting from the Duomo: from the square with the Baroque fountain of St. Andrew
at the centre, begins the stairway leading to the entrance of the main church of Amalfi. The
Duomo, in Arab-Sicilian style, dates back to the IX century, but several changes have been
made in the Middle Ages and Baroque period. Inside the navy yards, located in the area
of Porta Marina, ships of the Maritime Republic were once built: these were the warships
known as Sagene and merchant vessels called Teridi or Buctio.

ATRANI

is a picturesque fishing village, isolated from the traffic, the smallest municipality in the whole Southern Italy. The typical white houses, with balconies full of flowers,
form a cascade along the ledges of the surrounding hills (Mount Civita towards East and
the Mount Aureo towards West), interspersed with lemon groves, in the valley of the river
Dragone, as far as the beach. There are no certain traces about the origins of the town’s
name: according to some, in fact, it derives from the Latin word “atrum” (dark, with reference to its particular geographical location), according to others from an ancient Greek
settlement (Atranes).
From an urban point of view, Atrani preserves a typical medieval town structure with narrow
streets and alleys, mostly covered by vaults and arches, which wedge among the houses
and then intersect in a square or in a wide stretch. Piazzetta Umberto I, at few steps from
the beach and surrounded by a typical block of houses, for its fresh and lively atmosphere
brings to mind the well known square in Capri.
Atrani, like all the other towns of the Amalfi Coast, was the residence of noble Roman patricians, evidenced by the sumptuous villas that archaeological excavations are bringing to
light. It was mentioned for the first time in a letter of Pope Gregory the Great, in 596.
During the time of the Maritime Republic of Amalfi, Atrani was the residence of local nobles
and the ancient Church of San Salvatore de’ Birecto was the place were the Doges were
crowned with a ducal cap (“birecto”).

RAVELLO

is the city of music, a medieval village full of winding cobblestone streets, lush gardens, and breathtaking views of the Mediterranean. Ravello is the ideal location for those wishing to relax in the form of delicious seafood meals and luxurious lodgings with restorative sea views.
Decreed a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1996, it represents today one of the most
famous Italian destinations of international tourism for lovers of beautiful architecture, but also, and above all, the soul place for intellectuals and lovers of art and culture.
The beautiful terraces of Villa Rufolo and Cimbrone, from which you can admire a breathtaking view, enchanted for example Wagner, in whose honor it takes place the International Festival of Music, which made Ravello, the city of music on the Amalfi Coast.
Under the Marine Republic of Amalfi, Ravello had its social, economic and commercial
greatest splendor and became the residence of renowned aristocratic families. Today Ravello is always animated by an intense cultural activity, boasting of an events calendar
of shows, exhibitions, concerts, and that involves the city, the local people, lovers and
occasional visitors from late spring to summer and then continues to the end December.
3 must things to do in Ravello:
- Fall in love in the gardens of Villa Cimbrone.
- Attend a classical music concert of the Ravello Festival.
- Be enchanted from the breathtaking view of the Amalfi Coast from Villa Rufolo.

We recommend dinner at the restaurants: La Caravella in Amalfi, Eolo in Amalfi and A Paranza in
Atrani

POSITANO is one of the most postcard-perfect beach towns on the Amalfi Coast,

also one of the most upscale holiday destinations in Italy. Its steep streets are dotted with
boutique shops and fancy restaurants and lead down to a protected bay lined with cove
beaches and clear waters.
The ancient Greeks and Phoenicians used Positano as an important stop on their journeys
west, and legend has it that the town was named after Poseidon, god of the sea. In Roman
times, Positano was used as a store house for products from the Isle of Capri, which lies
off the coast. Most of the town was built in the middle ages, around the Benedictine Abbey
of St Vito, which was established in the ninth century. During the period of the Maritime
Republics, from the 15th to the 17th centuries, Positano became a rich trading port. The
town became popular with rich British and German tourists in the early 20th century and
has prospered as a resort destination ever since.

Tourism in Positano revolves around shopping in its fashionable design and artisan shops,
eating at its small but world-renowned restaurants and exploring the dramatic scenery of
the surrounding coast. Boats to Capri and Ischia arrive and depart throughout the day during the high summer season and charter sailboats visit the gulfs of Salerno and Naples.
Chauffeured guided tours are a popular way of exploring the scenic roads and towns of the
Amalfi coast from Positano. The narrow and often crooked streets are car-free and perfect
for walking around aimlessly, exploring the many facets of this charming and historical
town. The vibrantly colored houses of Positano are literally stacked on top of one another
other and usually decorated with flowering plants and interesting architectural highlights.
The ancient Roman quarter, the Villa Romana, sports eight defense towers that offer majestic views of the town and the sea. The Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta houses a painted
“Black Madonna” and features a majolica dome visible from most points in the city. Lemon,
orange and olive groves surround the city and are accessible by the many winding footpaths.

We recommend dinner at the restaurant Chez Black one of Amalfi’s oldest restaurants, with an
attractive terrace and an excellent fish-based menu, Le Sirenuse and at Zass a Michelin Star restaurant inside the luxury 5 stars Hotel San Pietro.

CAPRI

is famed as a classy and beautiful holiday destination. It’s an island of myths,
ranging through sirens charming seafarers, ancient Roman orgies, dreamy seaviews,
1950s celebrities in big sunglasses, and lazy summer evenings spent browsing in exclusive boutiques alongside the world’s elite.
Capri is an island of many contrasts. For rushed daytrippers, it is a crowded maze of
expensive boutiques. For celebrities and the ultra-rich, a point of rendezvous. For historians, it is the palace-island of the Emperor Tiberius, dotted with neglected Roman remains. Walkers can step out along scenic short walks. For leisurely holidaymakers, it can
present all this and more, along with staggering views and blue, blue sea. It is a dream

Capri is a rocky island off the shores of the southern Italian region of Campania. It lies at
the southern edge of the Bay of Naples, beyond the Sorrentine peninsula (where you’ll
find mainland Sorrento and the Amalfi Coast). English people generally mispronounce the
name of the island - it’s not C’pree as in Ford, but CAPri, with the stress on the first syllable
There are two towns on Capri; Capri town itself, which is in the centre of the island, and
is where most of the hotels are located, and Anacapri. Anacapri is situated on a plateau
above Capri, and is a quieter, more ‘normal’ town. Accommodation is generally cheaper,
although you’re still not far from the hub of things, and there is a regular bus service. From
Anacapri you can take the chairlift up to the top of Monte Solaro and enjoy the views before
the trip back down (on foot if you’re so inclined). Villa San Michele, the home of Swedish
doctor and writer Axel Munthe (see book section below) is located in Anacapri, and is open
to the public.

The principal Capri tourist attraction is the island itself; its views, its rocky seashores and
its scenic charm. There is plenty of good walking - or strolling - to be done as you explore the island. Top scenic panoramas include views of the Bay of Naples, the Faraglioni
Rocks and the Gardens of Augustus. At the ruined Villa Jovis you can see the remains
of the Emperor Tiberius’s palace, and also the cliffs over which he is reputed to have
had his enemies tossed. Back in Capri town, the 14th-century Certosa di San Giacomo
is a handsome old monastery-fortress, now hosting a school and art exhibitions. For
shopaholics, Capri town is a dream, with all the big designer names and expensive boutiques. Almost every Capri visitor makes the trip to the Grotta Azzurra, the Blue Grotto.
Like the island itself, it tends to split its visitors in two - those who find the blue-lit cave
an unforgettable experience, and those who find the jostling boatsmen and extortionate
prices a rip-off. A boat trip around the island, though, is a more rewarding experience. You can admire the coastline and the island’s other grottoes in a leisurely fashion.
Visitors should note that Capri is not an ideal beach destination. The island is steep
and rocky, with the main settlements high above sea level. There are just a couple of
small shingle beaches. On these beaches, and on a few rocky shores, there are bathing
establishments where you pay for the use of sunbeds. Apart from swimming pools, most
swimming is in deep water off rocky coastlines, so is only advisable for confident swimmers.

The privileged and talked-about have been coming to Capri for two thousand years.
The Emperor Augustus took a fancy to it, and swapped it for his island of Ischia, and his
successor Tiberius made it his home when Rome became too hot to hold him. By all accounts he had a good time on Capri; if his Roman biographers are to be believed, he got
up to all sorts of scandalous behaviour on the beautiful island. You can still visit the ruins
of his villas, and appreciate the spell that charmed the Emperors.
Later, and presumably better-behaved, inhabitants were the monks who built the Certosa
in an attempt to defend the island from invading Saracens. The Romantics and Grand
Tourists later admired the island’s rocky natural beauty, while the French occupied Anacapri and fought the English here during the Napoleonic wars.
In 1826 the Grotta Azzurra was ‘discovered’ by a German tourist, the poet August Kopisch, and gradually the island became established as a desirable holiday haunt for artists,
writers, royalty and celebrities, a status it still holds today. The port at Marina Grande was
built in the twentieth century and enabled visitor numbers to rise as tourism became the
island’s chief industry.

At the ticket kiosks in Marina Grande and Capri you can buy tickets for buses and the
funicular, valid for a single journey, an hour or a day. Sightseeing boats also circle around
the coastline. Capri’s two towns are highly walkable so you may not bother too much
about public transport once you’re there..

We recommend dinner at the restaurants L’Approdo, Da Paolino and La Fontelina

SORRENTO

, perched picturesquely on a plateau above the sea with spectacular views over the Bay of Naples, has been a popular tourist destination for almost two
centuries. Traditionally the town is one of the favourite resorts of British visitors to Italy,
and over the last few decades it has ruled as Italy’s leading package-holiday destination for English-speakers. The historic seaside town has learned to live with, and make
the most of tourism, and in return it offers a classic ‘Mediterranean summer holiday’
atmosphere - but without losing all of its Italian character and charm. The key attraction
of Sorrento is that it can offer a variety of holiday experiences to suit different visitors,
from rural walks through lemon and olive groves to a choice of excursions by land or
sea. Pompeii, Herculaneum and Naples are accessible in one direction, and the Amalfi
Coast in another. Days out can include Roman ruins, low-key seaside resorts, traditional
villages and breathtaking scenery. Being well-connected and easy to get to makes this a
straightforward and practical holiday choice.

Facing north over the Bay of Naples, Sorrento is situated towards the end of the mountainous Sorrentine peninsula, over the hills from the famous resorts of the Amalfi Coast. In
mythology, this area is often identified as the land of the sirens, beautiful maidens of the
sea whose song lured mariners to their doom. Sorrento is built on a historic site settled
from prehistoric times onwards; there was a Greek town here, and then the Roman town
of Sorrentum.

A few relics of these times can be seen in the town museum. This was an obvious site to
build a settlement; surrounded by low cliffs on one side and ravines on the other, it had
a natural ring of defences, as well as access by sea and a fertile hinterland. Nowadays
parts of the ravine are filled in - a bridge and town gate were demolished to make way
for the modern town’s heart, Piazza Tasso. But even without these physical defences,
Sorrento has managed to keep its historic town centre reasonably intact. Although many
properties are now converted to tourist businesses, the mellow old buildings still help
create the delightful authentic atmosphere which gives Sorrento a big advantage over
modern beach resorts.
Sorrento and its sister towns, Sant’Agnello, Piano di Sorrento and Meta di Sorrento now
spread all the way along the large plateau that was once primarily agricultural. The towns
are all separated from the sea by low cliffs, and there are hardly any beaches - one of the
most important things to realise for travellers planning a summer holiday. Sea access is
mostly from wooden boardwalks built out over the water, although there are a few scraps
of sandy beach along the coast, and enterprising visitors can find attractive coves and
pebble beaches around the peninsula.

POMPEI

covers an area of 663,683 square meters or 163 acres, and as well as
the significant buildings and highlights, the whole site is a living museum. The only way
to explore is on foot, and even in what appears to be a ‘normal’ street there are remarkable examples of modern Roman technology. On the surface of the pavements there
are cat’s-eyes, small tiles that reflected the light of candles or the moon, which acted as
guides after dark.
Along the main street, shops and bars with public counters are visible, holes which housed containers of food or drink can clearly be seen; the bakery with its oven and millstone, and the brothel with erotic frescos above the doors and small stone beds are also
exceptionally well preserved. On the Via dei Sepolcri carriage tracks are clearly visible,
the tracks were designed to create a smoother ride. There are stepping stones, allowing
pedestrians to cross the road from high pavements without getting their feet wet, in
addition, this feature also creates today’s equivalent of speed ramps, slowing down fast
moving traffic. On the south east side of the site, the Garden of the Fugitives displays
plaster casts of victims where they fell, adults, children, and plants are an unfortunate
highlight.

Founded by Hercules in the 6th century BC, Pompei and Herculaneum were developed
by the Oscans, Samnites, Greeks, Etruscans, and finally, in 89 BC, by the Romans. The
Romans added to the Forum, built by the Samnites, they constructed a large amphitheatre, baths, and an aqueduct to bring water from the Samo River. They constructed
a complex network of pipes to carry water to houses and businesses, and constructed
cobbled streets with high pavements and crossings. The river brought prosperity to the
commercial town, which also became a centre for Roman wine production.
Herculaneum, on the coast, was much smaller. The Romans constructed large sea view
villas as holiday homes, and the wide main street, with its prominent buildings and public
baths on both sides, acted as the Forum. Unfortuantely, an earthquake hit the area, and
a short time later Vesuvis erupted. Pompei and Herculaneum became history; Pompei
under volcanic ash and rock, and Herculaneum under a river of mud and lava.

All the sites are open daily, between November and March, 8.30 a.m. to 5 p.m. (last admission 3.30 p.m.), and between April and October, 8.30 a.m. to 7.30 p.m. (last admission
6 p.m.). Entry typically includes a map of the site, although they are often unavailable
or only available in Italian. Booksellers at the site have an official guide, audio tours are
also available.
There are bus and train services which stop at Pompei, and by car exit at the Pompeii
Ovest exit (if travelling from Napoli to Salerno) or Pompei Est (if traveling from Salerno to
Napoli) of the A3 Autostrada.

We recommend dinner at the restaurants: La Taverna del Capitano in Nerano and Acquapazza in
Cetara.
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